
Part 5 - True Constitution Why The Flag?   

 

INVOCATION:  Beloved Majestic Presence, Creator of All, Guide Us Always and In All 

Ways in Our Rightful Application of Your Limitless Power.  You Are Our Every Moment 

as We Rightfully Apply Our Love In Action Into and Throughout Our Lives Today and 

Every day.  Lead, Guide and Take Charge of All Our daily affairs, business, family and 

outer world interactions Exemplifying Divine God Consciousness of Our Beloved 

Mother’s Love and Holy Father’s Light.  Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, We Ask Your Help to 

Manifest All 12 Divine Virtues Within Our Hearts, Minds and Bodies and Our World, so 

We May Offer God’s Holy Light Salvation to Humanity and the outer appearances b y 

Leading By Example as Beloved Jesus Did!  O Mighty Presence of God, ‘I AM’, From the 

Great Central Sun, Send Forth Your Love and White Fire Cosmic Electronic Christ Fire 

Light Substance in the Greatest Potential Possible, According with God’s Cosmic Laws , 

Flood all of Humanity, the Earth, the Earth’s Atmosphere, Stratosphere and Ionosphere 

and Beyond Throughout this Whole Solar System and Into All Levels of Consciousness 

no matter who or what that may represent in mind, body or Soul.  Charge, Charge, 

Charge Our Hearts and Consciousness with Your Great Clarity of White Fire 

Radiance!  ‘I AM’ the Son and Daughter of God’s Gracious Love and Light, and Each 

Day, ‘I AM’ Your Reflection Being Made Manifest Upon this Earth!   ‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’, 

‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’, ‘I AM’ THAT ‘I AM’! 

Maha Chohan:  Beloved Spirits of Immortal Truth, even though We are but scratching the 

surface of what the ‘True Constitution’ and the ‘I AM’ One World Nation is all about, I hope 

that you are getting a few ideas as to the diversity, expansion and magnitude of what this 

Divine Plan is all about!  We The God Intelligences, have gone to great lengths in Its Design 

before We could even contemplate how it would play out upon Earth through the Hearts and 

Minds of Dear Human Souls who, through their use of ‘free will’ to grasp the depth of meaning 

and perceive the intended Impressions from the Masters to execute the Depth We felt, was 

one of Our last hopes for humanity. To turn away from mass consciousness from the potential 

directions that they were creating through their own lower minds, remained an unknown.  

How would humanity, use their Higher Minds to put all of the many Facets of this Divine Plan 

into thoughts, words and actions, so as to Magnetize enough Dear Hearts to come forward 

and give the rest of their Lives to come and Be of Divine Service to the Evolution of Humanity 

at the Highest Levels Possible.  

The Significance of this Plan was to come down to the fundamental use of the Information 

and Knowledge Given by the Higher Dimensional Realms since 1938, that would call for the 

True Heart Discernment of each Soul who would come into contact with such material.  

Discernment, Insight, Perspicacity, Inner Peace and your Own use of Inner Knowing and 

Higher Intelligence has made it possible.  These are your greatest tools in your life, within the 



New Cosmic Consciousness of the New 7th Golden Age that each of you are more fully 

embedding yourselves into.  In the Book ‘Brotherhood – A Call To Service’ by Joseph Benner, 

The ‘I AM’ Presence says; 

 “When a Message comes containing an opportunity for Real Service, and disclosing a Real 

Plan and a Real Work for the helping of your brothers; not some vague high sounding ideal, 

but a Definite Practical Work that your Soul recognizes, and your Heart leaps toward in glad 

response; know that such response is My Voice calling you to the Work I have been preparing 

you for, and you need not question or doubt, for your Soul Commands you to Obey. 

“But if there is no glad response in your heart, not even a faint voice there calling upon you to 

investigate as there may be something in this for you; and instead, there is only a coldness 

and an entire lack of interest; know that that message is for others and that that particular 

Work is not for you, for you could be of no assistance, not being ready for such Work as yet. 

“But if hearing, and at first thus happily responding, if but for a moment, before doubts crowd 

in and from outer sources come advice and argument, criticism of that particular work or of 

the way it came to you, or of the messenger who brought it, fast smothering the urge in the 

Heart still trying to hold your attention.  Know that ‘I AM’ but trying and testing you, to see if 

you are as yet ready for the Work which I always have awaiting My Proven and Faithful 

Servants; to see if I can use you to awaken and prepare My other Children so I can unfold My 

Nature in ‘them’ that they can feel Me as the Love in their Hearts, and can thereby hear My 

Voice there, and know ‘I AM’ their Higher and Real Self and that ‘I AM’ Calling them also, 

anxious to lead them forth into the New Day.”  End Excerpt. 

Over the next 20 to 40 years, and 2038 is a pivotal time for humanity, within the transitions 

from where you are today.  It shall be a place of greater simplicity, yet all this Work in 

Developing and Growing the Multiple and Incrementally Expanded Natures of each area of 

the Plan will require a lot of Exchanges of Energy; many challenging tasks and endeavours will 

come your way.  This is because those who remain in human power, shall continue to try to 

do what they can to turn you away from what your Heart is telling you to do.  Those holding 

onto their old consciousness, implanted beliefs and conscious programs within the mass 

consciousness, will continue to play out, because their lives will continue to reflect the 

imbalances, impurities and miscreations of mankind’s unforgiving past!  We Tell you, many 

will desire to walk beside you, but not all will remain and will fall back to follow the Karmic 

Wheels of the Incarnational loops that will not come to a close for many hundreds of years 

yet.  But Let Us reassure you, just the same!   

The choice of how the Earth will evolve from here is now, without any doubt, held within the 

hands of those Who Will Obtain the Grants and Dispensations from the Karmic Board of 

Directors, and Who Will Use the Cosmic and Universal Laws of God to Live Their Lives By.  Who 

will also through their Wholeheartedness, Commitment and Devotion to their own ‘I AM’ 

Presence, have the potential to reduce the estimated times for the continuation of the 

Evolutionary Path for humanity to be reduced back to its Natural Time Program.  Within the 



Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses, you are told that the Earth was 5000 years behind its 

Evolutionary Path.  A Path of time that is not the Natural Time Zone for Earth and this Solar 

System, but due to the consciousness of humanity that was heading for self-destruction, had 

to be altered and changed to an Artificial Time Zone.  Beloved Lord Metatron will explain here 

for you. 

Lord Metatron: “Beloved and Esteemed Members of this Alliance, Peter, and All Dear Souls 

who have been drawn to these Discourses by Their Own ‘I AM’ Presence, ‘I AM’ Metatron, and 

I return here today in confluence with the previous Discourses about the New Adam Kadmon 

Race, now in its Initiatory States of Manifestation here upon Earth.  In this Part 3 and the final 

Discourse by Me for the moment, I shall endeavour to Cross section that of the Adam Kadmon 

Man and Woman with the New Pyramidal Light Temples that shall now begin to form upon 

the planet.  These Pyramidal Structures shall be the Foundation Stones for what shall Evolve 

into Greater Manifestations of Light Communities for the Benevolence of the Children of Light 

and the Family of God. 

“I Know, that at this stage of the Elemental Grace Alliance Plan, I cannot go into any greater 

detail just yet, for this could create an air of uncertainty, confusion, disbelief, illusionary 

projections and denial, that could turn away those who are in Truth standing upon the edge 

of this Giant Chasm of Unknown Knowledge and implementation of such Information and 

Understanding.  So, ‘I AM’ going to make this brief and to the point to place just enough before 

the New Disciples to Discern sufficiently for themselves to take Faith and Trust to a New Level 

of Acceptance! 

“As I asked you Peter, yesterday, I invited you to go back and take charge of all that you have 

been given to actualize in the past and bring them to a new Level of Re-Calibration and 

Activation here in the Present.  Do not be discouraged by the lack of human support to date, 

follow your Heart and Know that what is before mankind today, holds all the Keys, Signs and 

Maps of ‘where to from here’ if they care to look.  None more than their own links to Their ‘I 

AM’ Presence for future Guidance of Direction!  So, let us begin! 

“Dear One’s, the Evolution of the Human Race and the Planet Earth, indeed this Solar System 

and this Universe, is taking place through a Collective Consciousness of Greater Intelligences 

in Co-Creation with many lower intelligent life forms. Albeit, the lower intelligent life forms 

are not in awareness of the Collective Nature of this Mammoth undertaking! 

“However, regardless of how it all looks upon the surface through present day human 

consciousness, the Whole Plan for this Evolutionary Endeavour is held within certain 

parameters of Control and Guidance for what We will say here, are Universal and Cosmic 

Cycles of Time and Space.  Dear Souls, the Evolution of Humanity is not on track presently, as 

outlined within the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses.  However, all continues to remain 

within the defined parameters of Governance and Deliverance! 



“I spoke of Humanity entering a new ‘Time Cell’ yesterday and this ‘Time Cell’ is in a way, an 

Artificial Time Zone that actually shall Warp Time upon the Planet for the purpose of assisting 

in making up the lost time within the previously Designed Programs for the human race to 

reach Its Adam Kadmon States of Consciousness!  Within the Keys of Enoch, We allude to these 

Time Warps, and have allowed for these provisions in an effort to bring a new balance to what 

was Originally Planned.  For those of you who have already read the Keys or who will now go 

and read them, you will see that there are two Sets of Time Warp Zones, one being the Natural 

Time Warps of the Earth in association with the Outer Planetary Systems and Worlds, and two, 

the Artificial Time Warps Zones.  The Artificial Ones are those added to the Earth’s Planetary 

Cycles for the purpose of Re-Calibration and Re-Alignment to the Natural Cosmic Cycles within 

this Local Universe and many other Universes farther afield. 

“This ‘Time Cell’, that you are now entering through your connections to Orion and the 

Pleiadian Star Systems, among Others, was Designed to make up the 5,000 years of ‘lost time’, 

that has been created by the ‘free will’ choices, that humanity has been continuing to make 

throughout this time period.  So, this is what I wish you all to understand from a very Innate 

Level of your Being!  This ‘Time Cell’ shall only be effective, if those who hold the Seeds of the 

New Adam Kadmon Race can collectively Align themselves with each other within a Timeless 

Environment, where They are not only outside of the influences of the mass consciousness of 

humanity,  but are in Direct Communication with Those of Higher Intelligence and Dimensional 

Fields of Light! 

“36,000 years ago, The Lords of Light, The Lords of the Elohim attempted to Upgrade or Re-

Calibrate a Civilization of human beings here upon Earth in the Takla Makan Desert in the 

Regions of South America.  This Civilization was called the ‘Tak’.  The ‘Tak’ started out very 

well and Their connections with The Higher Intelligences and Other Dimensional Worlds and 

Planetary Systems was one of Truth and Divine Communion.  But then the fallen Lords of Light 

with all their influences and the lower vibrational races interfered again and began 

interconnections and interrelations with These Dear Beings, which eventually destroyed the 

entire ‘Tak’ Civilization here on Earth. 

“Again, the opportunity arose and the Atlantean civilization was Born and this time, it was 

through the misuse of technological advances that turned the tides of Evolution against this 

civilization to total destruction! 

“Approximately 6,000 years ago there was a final attempt to Evolve a Highly Advanced Human 

Race.  This time through Genetic implantation of people within the Regions of Egypt and Israel.  

These Genetic Profiles contained DNA Encodements of Spiritual Gifts that were thought to be 

able to offer these people the Kingdom of Heaven, The Kingdom of Light for all world nations.  

This ultimately failed and destroyed this race due to the inability to integrate and balance such 

Gifts with the human element of physicality, as well as the continued meddling, prying and 

intrusions of the lower vibrational beings! 



“Now, the interesting thing here is that all three Civilizations constructed and built Pyramids 

of Stone, that were aligned through the Knowledge attained from Higher Intelligences.  All 

these Pyramids were highly charged with Ionized Particles of Light; all were aligned to the 

Outer Planetary Star Systems and All were Interconnected with each other, albeit from outside 

of the Earth’s Physical Time Programs.  These Stone Pyramids of many different sizes 

principally remain in the Takla Makan Region of Peru and South America, The Bermuda 

Triangle and Giza in Egypt. 

“All remain connected, yet none are activated today for the purposes that they were Originally 

Designed for.  That is except the Pyramid of Giza which was reactivated by the replacement of 

the Capstone of Jericho by your Group Peter, The Capstone of Light in 2007, in part ready to 

complete Its Re-Calibration,  because of its location upon the planet, in Alignment to Outer 

Star Systems, it is a Key Activation Pyramidal Light Source.  I will tell you this also.  The Great 

Pyramid of Giza is presently part of this Artificial Time Warp Program! 

“This leads me to the New Pyramidal Light Temples that references have been made to the 

Narayana Joy Akasha Sanctuaries or Temples of Light! These Temple Pyramids will not, this 

time, be made of stone.  They will be Created out of Light Substance, Shaped and Designed in 

Accordance with the Powers and Geometrically Perfected Divine Consciousness.  And it shall 

be the Collective Consciousness of the New Adam Kadmon Man and Woman that will Direct 

and Administer to such Communities and Places of Holy Union and Communion! 

“Within these Pyramidal Temples of Light anyone within the parameters of Their Structures 

will not be influenced in any way by old human consciousness.  It will be like living within an 

entirely New World.  Many will travel outside of these Temples to Teach and communicate 

with the world, but due to their own resonances and vibrational frequencies by then, any 

lasting effects of old human consciousness will not be part of these New Creations of Divine 

Consciousness! 

“These Pyramidal Communities will Transmute, Transform and Transfigure all those within 

them with a Level of Consciousness that will bring into manifestation the Identities of the 

Higher Evolutionary States of Being! 

“Not only this, these Temples will become the New Academic Institutions that Peter speaks of 

within the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses.  These Learning, Teaching and Healing 

Facilities will be Over Lighted by the Brother and Sisterhoods of Melchizedek, who will explain 

and demonstrate how to Evolve a physical human being into a Being, not having a material 

body!  An Incorporeal Soul Vehicle, into a New Spiritual Totality to be able then to Ascend into 

the New Worlds of Many Mansions of the Mother’s Love and Father’s Light!  This is just one 

of the Roles of the Orders of Melchizedek within any developing World Evolutionary Process! 

“Blessed Hearts, The New Adam Kadmon shall not rise within anyone who places science or 

religion between themselves and the Gifts of the ‘I AM’ Presence.  The New Adam Kadmon are 

those who are the living synthesis of All Levels of Consciousness, who live by experience and 



progress toward the Joyousness and Bliss of the Interaction and Holy Union of the ‘I AM’ 

Presence!  These Dear Souls will be those living within Communities of family, both biological 

and Spiritual Families, all living together without bias, racism, judgement, discrimination or 

prejudice.  These Dear Souls will become independent, self-sufficient, self-governing, 

completely autonomous in maintaining balance throughout Their Environments by the use of 

Creative Endeavours to Live a Quality of Life and Freedom of Spirit. 

“Their strengths through the Collective Consciousness shall be with the use of Healing Powers, 

Attunements in Accordance with Higher Intelligence Instruction and the dissemination of the 

Wisdom through Guidance and Direction offered by Their own ‘I AM’ Presence and Other 

Masters and Beings of Light!  They will also be Granted the abilities to be able to discern all 

Levels of Consciousness as whether they are Truth or of a lesser or lower vibratory resonance.  

Their Innate Wisdom will grow exponentially!  As well as their abilities to decipher other 

languages, both earth bound and Inter-Universal Tongues!  Just like the Masters do! 

“These Dear Souls will also be given in advance, all information that will pertain to any Earth 

or Cosmic Events that shall affect the Earth and its people.  There shall be changes that will 

come to Earth, and some dynamic ones, that are all forecast as part of the Evolution of Worlds!  

Land masses will rise and fall with the change of sea levels, as Helios mentioned within the 

Alliance Council.  These changes are all part of a naturally occurring Cycle, that hold steady 

within any Evolving World.  But in all cases these Pyramidal Temples of Light shall be Safe 

Havens as the Transformations unfold!”  End Excerpt. 

Maha Chohan:  Dear Brothers and Sisters, you may be wondering why ‘I AM’ taking so many 

different facets of this Plan herein this ‘True Constitution’ ‘The Principles of Freedom – The 

‘I AM’ One World Nation’.  ‘I AM’, because in this short Series of Discourses it is Our Desire 

to ignite that Spark within you of Your God Flame to either Know that this is a Path you would 

surely take, or for your own sake step aside knowing that it is not for you!  Indeed, It is not 

for everyone.  But if it is, then Know you will have a very specific part to play when the time 

comes.  This is not a small, localized Plan, It is not even one that is held within and around this 

Earth or Solar System.  I only have a limited amount of space within these Discourses to wet 

your taste buds sufficiently, so that you will be Divinely Inspired, once you have completed 

this ‘Why The ‘I AM One World Nation Flag Series’ to go and refresh your Memories all of 

the Information that you already have within you, so you may Move Forward in Greater 

Awareness to Acknowledge and Accept your Divine Plan now awaiting you to Embrace, 

Envelop, Incorporate and Bless your Service to It, wherever it may ‘Rise Up’ before you now!   

There are millions of ways that one can Serve Humanity and The Earth now, this is but One!  

So, if this does not Light that Fire within your bellies, does not stimulate, encourage or offer 

you any aspiration to step forward with a new Sense of Adventure toward a New Life and 

New way of Living, do not be concerned, simply follow your heart or mind, whether Higher or 

lower consciousness, wherever they may lead you; for all are in Service to You!  However, 



Remember, all Plans are all Under the United Forcefield of The Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence and 

shall in God’s Holy Time, lead to the same Place, Heaven on Earth.  So, whatever you choose, 

Know it will be Right for you! 

Tomorrow, My Beloved Consort Lady Pallas Athena wishes to Speak with you.   

‘Let There Be Light in This One World Nation’!  

'Let There Be Love in This One World Nation’! 

'Let The Peace of God Become the Governing Power of Truth In This One World Nation’!  

'Let The Joy and Freedom of the People Be That Peace and Create Heaven Upon and Within 

This 'I AM' One World Nation'! 

‘‘I AM' The Heart of This One World Nation’! 

‘I AM’ The Maha Chohan, Asking You All to continue these Discourses, not with your head-

mind, but Your Heart Mind! 

BENEDICTION:  We Give Praise and Thanks for these Feelings of the Knowing and 

Certainty of Your Presence, That Expands Moment by Moment Within Our Ashramic 

Group Consciousness Over Lighted By Your ‘I AM’ Love Radiation.  We Rejoice in the 

Great Light of Your Presence, Enfolding Each One, Blazing Forth Unto All Humanity, 

Transmuting All discord into Healing Love And Peace.  We Give Praise to the Mighty ‘I 

AM’ Father, Mother Consciousness for Shining Your Christ Light Substance into Our 

World and Solar System dissolving all darkness so it can no longer interfere with 

Humanity’s True Evolutionary Plan from this Time Forward.  ‘I AM’  the Conquering 

Presence!  I Command the ‘I AM’ Presence To Govern Perfectly My Mind, Home, Affairs 

and outer World.  ‘I AM’ the Law of Forgiveness and the All-Consuming Flame of all 

inharmonious action and human miscreation.  ‘I AM’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ 

God Grateful! 

 


